
Books Update

Rialto, Oasis, Ebook Central



Upcoming H1 Key Releases for Books  
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Additional Collections including Sustainability 

Lead the market in offering 
Innovative Commercial Models

• Hosted EBA General Availability on Ebook 
Central 

• Enhancements to EBA Workflows in Rialto
• Ebook Central Collections including 

Sustainability 
• UNEbook & John Benjamins Pub Direct

Additional Collections including Sustainability 

Continuously enhance and 
streamline workflows 

• OASIS - Upgraded search experience and 
improvements to geographic rights display

• Enhanced Ebook Central UTF-8 MARC for 
Alma customers

• Rialto - Expanded title metadata & usability
• Rialto - DDA holding sync

Additional Collections including Sustainability 

Provide a leading Patron 
experience with best-in-class 
accessibility

• EPUB annotations in Ebook Central
• Color contrast in Ebook Central 

Additional Collections including Sustainability 

Be the forerunner in supporting 

the Library shift to Teaching & 
Learning

• Support in Rialto for faculty collaboration 
• Secure Adobe Digital Editions 

Vulnerabilities



Rialto



Growing Community and Collaboration

Educational Release Webinars

Rialto Discussion List

Knowledge Center

Rialto ELUNA Learns sessions

Rialto Idea Exchange-coming soon



What We’re Hearing

“Rialto has come in at the right time 

in all this [COVID19]: Our acquisition 

staff find it very easy and have been 

using it for e-book ordering from 

early on…They’ve found Rialto really 

straight forward.”

University of Leicester

“Rialto has delivered 

efficiencies for us. It is 

embedded in our workflow and 

is our first port of call for 

fulfilment of purchase orders.”

The University of Edinburgh

“The ordering process for Rialto 

literally takes about 5 seconds. It’s a 
great product.

The time savings is genuine.”

NUI Galway

“We all felt very included 

and empowered by the 

whole implementation 

process. It was great.”

University of Central 

Lancashire (UCLAN)



What’s New in Rialto

Efficiency Collaboration Analytics Ease of Use



Support for Evidenced-Based Acquisition (EBA)

• Powerful tools 
to include 
flexibility to 
pin titles and 
preview spend 
before 
program ends.

• Launching 
with Taylor & 
Francis and 
Ebook Central



Reviews & Awards in Facets & Feeds

• Helps Selectors/Subject Liaisons quickly find and 
choose awarded titles or those with reviews from their 
preferred sources.



Shared List Comments

• Improves 
collaboration by 
allowing users to 
communicate 
about titles 
directly within 
the shared list



Upload to Lists

• Staff can upload a 
spreadsheet 
containing ISBNs to a 
new or existing list, 
and search for them in 
the Rialto marketplace

• Saves time searching 
for many titles at once, 
and allows staff to 
review and take action 
on a larger title list 
with greater ease. 



Digital Marketplace 
for Rialto and OASIS



New

Digital Marketplace for Rialto & OASIS

University Press 

Scholarship 

Online

Alexander Street is not currently available through Rialto. | Gale, Ebsco eBooks and Cairn have regional exclusions.

Platforms available as of November 2021

Coming in 
2022!



New! Manchester University Press
Now available in Rialto and OASIS

Award-winning content in the humanities and social sciences from one 

of the largest university presses in the UK

• 2,000+ ebooks
available through 
manchesterhive

• 100% DRM-free 

• No platform fee 



OASIS: Coming in 2022



OASIS Enhancements Coming in 2022
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Strengthen 
integrations with 

existing digital 
marketplace 

providers

UX enhancements 
guided by accessibility 
principles and usability

Additional 
improvements 

around 
geographic rights



Advanced searching

• Redesigned for cleaner 
look, and addition of 
new elements (phased).

• Some new elements 
may not be present in 
first release.

• Introduction of 
personal ‘default’ 
search settings and 
search history.

2022



Search Results Details 2022

• Like Authorize 
Orders, title 
details will open 
in a drawer.

• Key information 
will be laid out for 
better readability 
and quick 
scanning.



New search results 2022



Ebook Central



Open Access Complete
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Open Access Complete
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Curated Collection
We help academic libraries incorporate open access books into their collections by 
hosting a curated collection of OA monographs on EbookCentral.

MARC Records
We help academic libraries discover and acquire OA monographs by sending OA 
metadata to the marketplaces where they manage selection and acquisition.

Unified Reporting
We help academic librarians measure OA monograph usage by including 
enhanced usage metrics in LibCentral .

Supporting Student Success
We help academic librarians engage with faculty by offering no cost course materials, 
which support student success initiatives across the institution.

Consistent Linking
We help library users find OA monographs by hosting these titles alongside 
other Ebook Central content.



EPUB Updates

What’s New Highlights

Enhanced navigation options for EPUB titles
Print specific ebook pages & page ranges
Fixed layout improvements

• Patrons can enter a specific page to navigate to 
in the EPUB Reader

• Patron experience improved for EPUB titles with 
fixed layout

• Patrons can enter specific page or page ranges to 
print. Given the DRM print limits, this new 
feature provides more options to reserve print 
allowance.

Customer Impact & Benefits

• Patrons can more quickly navigate the EPUB 
titles

• Additional print options for EPUB titles
• Increased usability of EPUB titles with fixed 

layout

Teaching & Learning



Accessibility Updates

What’s New Highlights

• Aspire badge & link to LibCentral Accessibility 
Statement and badging visible on main page in 
LibCentral

• Aspire badge & link to Ebook Central Accessibility 
Statement visible to patrons on main EBC page

• Revised 2021 Ebook Central VPAT

• Easy access to the accessibility statement 
where librarians and patrons can learn more about 
the user experience with assistive technology on 
our platforms.

• Ebook Central's VPAT 2021 is now available in the 
ProQuest Accessibility Directory

Customer Impact & Benefits

• Improvement to the patron experience by increased 
visibility and access to our accessibility statements

• Updated VPAT includes updates to our compliance 
with specific WCAG 2.1 standards.

Teaching & Learning



• LibCentral is the first librarian-facing portal to 

achieve an ASPIRE rating, joining EBC and PAP 

with 100% Gold ASPIRE scores

• LibCentral product, UX and engineering teams 

committed to remediating gaps outlined in 

our Accessibility Statement and continuing to 

build an accessible workflow tool for 

Librarians

• Link to Ebook Central Accessibility Statement

• Link to LibCentral Accessibility Statement
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Ebook Central & LibCentral awarded 100% Gold score ASPIRE

LibCentral from ProQuest 100% 
GOLD Aspire Verified 2021

Ebook Central & LibCentral: Accessibility

https://support.proquest.com/articledetail?id=kA140000000PDsICAW
https://support.proquest.com/s/article/LibCentral-Accessibility-Statement?language=en_US


300,000+ fully DRM-free titles

• No special readers, no software, no 

print-copy-download limits

• ~300 publishers, 220 of which have 

full DRM-free catalog 

• 95% of titles have chapter-level 

download capability 
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Ebook Central: DRM-Free Content



Academic Complete



Academic Complete
THE foundational, global aggregated ebook

subscription solution
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Academic Complete is ProQuest’s award-winning subscription 
database trusted by libraries around the world. For more than a 
decade, students have relied on Academic Completes unlimited 
access, multidisciplinary coverage, and powerful research tools.

210,000+ ebooks
Hand selected for quality 
over quantity.

Growing selection of exclusive 
content from Wiley

Includes 7 enrichment elements 
for greater discovery and usage

30,000+ fully DRM-free titles 



New Content. Diverse Additions. Enhanced Experience. 

Academic Complete – What’s new?

210,000+ total titles

30,000+ titles now fully DRM-free 

27,000 net new titles in 2019

11,750+ new titles in 2020

21,000+ new titles in 2021 so far

7 enrichment elements that connect users to 
relevant titles on Ebook Central they may not 
have otherwise discovered

19,000+ Non-English titles including French, 
German, Italian, Spanish, Czech, Chinese, Dutch 
and many more! 
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8,150+ added from scholarly publishers like Taylor & 
Francis, Wiley, 

Bloomsbury Publishing, Oxford University 
Press, BRILL, Sage, and more



21,395 26,994 32,789 34,447 42,322 47,662 52,622 
72,000 

82,000 

109,616 
122,000 

130,000 
142,000 

151,000 155,000

182,000 
193,000 

210,000 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Currently at 210,000+ titles

Consistent Growth 

ON CYCLE REMOVALS 2x per year
• Avoid access interruption mid-semester

• Communication to affected customers in advance

• +Offer to purchase titles at a discount, if available from 
ProQuest, before they are removed from subscription, 

• OFF CYCLE REMOVALS on occasion, when publisher 
deems legally necessary

2021: 10%  subcription growth fosed on ‘the right’ critical mass  via unique quality vs. quantity  desinged to 
drive USAGE
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Approach to aligned collection, product, and publisher development 



New in Academic Complete |19,000 Non-English Language Titles

• Supports the needs of global researchers

• Content vetted by team members fluent in these languages to ensure quality, thus 
preserving and enhancing Academic Complete’s value

• 20+ languages covering a broad range of subjects and growing!

500+ titles in Polish, Ukrainian, Malay, Dutch, Russian, and Portuguese

* Title counts as of August 2021


